THE FASTEST, MOST RELIABLE WAY TO CHECK BATTERY ELECTROLYTE LEVELS....

Instantly determine the electrolyte levels in your batteries at a glance. The two sided viewing window provides battery maintenance personnel with 360° degree view of cell water levels without every opening or removing the vent cap.

No electronics, no sticking valves and no guesswork.

Works by way of patented float technology whereby a custom sized float rests on the very top of the battery’s electrolyte. As the battery’s levels start to deplete, the cell surface indicator quickly shows the operator whether or not the battery needs watering.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Instantaneous feedback on battery electrolyte levels
- Includes Water Miser Technology to reduce electrolyte loss and keep batteries clean
- Built in Spark Arrestor prevents accidental gas ignition from externally generated sparks
- Easy to install using industry standard 1/4 turn Bayonet Vent attachment
- Currently available in two float lengths to achieve these fill heights: 1-3/8” (#4000425) and 2-1/2” (#4000550). Custom Float Sizes available for any size battery
- Designed to work on Industrial, semi-industrial, renewable, motive power and marine based battery applications
- Industrial strength, designed to withstand even the most demanding environments

Only available from Flow Systems....
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